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Abstract
Modern semiconductor chips contain layers of alternating brittle dielectric materials and metal signal planes.
The arrangement of these “Back-End-of Line” (BEOL) structures naturally introduces multi-material corners
that are sources of high stress. In the drive towards improved performance, the dielectric materials are made
more porous with every new technological node, exacerbating the stress concentration in BEOL structures.
These brittle structures fracture when forces are transferred from the chip-substrate assembly or
manufacturing process to the porous inter-layer dielectric structures. To ensure reliable BEOL structures, it is
critical to understand the mechanistic causes of fracture, the potential crack initiation sites, and the ensuing
crack path. In this talk, I will present computational modeling strategies as well as specialized computational
tools for analyzing corner singularities, crack initiation and crack propagation in semiconductor devices.
Specifically, I will demonstrate “load decomposition” as a modeling strategy to identify the mechanistic cause
of fracture. I will present thermodynamic conditions on a moving interface (termed configurational-force)
that provides a novel paradigm for integrating mechanics of fracture with thermodynamics. Such a
thermodynamically consistent theory naturally generalizes and provides a unified criterion for crack initiation
and propagation, unlike classical fracture mechanics. The theory is implemented in a large fracture analysis
code and demonstrated to predict fracture in BEOL structures.
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